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The law on search and seizure for school officials has been evolving independently 
of the rules that govern the Fourth Amendment for police and other law-
enforcement personnel.  As a result, when courts issue decisions on matters of civil 
rights in the police context, there is scant attention given to the case by school 
officials.  Educators enjoy a generous deference from strict judicial review for search 
policies that are implemented in good faith and that further the compelling interest 
in maintaining a safe learning environment.  School resource officers who act in 
collaboration with educators are considered “school officials.”  As a result, the 
attention of the SRO is often focused on the court decisions that affect schools rather 
than law on the street. 
 
However, educators cannot turn a blind eye to developments outside the campus 
context when a court ruling breaks new ground on constitutional rights.  This is 
particularly true when the issues in the groundbreaking case involve incidents that 
are likely to occur on school campuses.  And this is the situation in the 2014 term 
case of Riley v. California1 and its implications for Fourth Amendment doctrine.2  In 
Riley, the Supreme Court affirmed the longstanding authority of law-enforcement 
officials to seize and secure a suspect’s personal property, including a cell phone, 
after an arrest.  The Justices then altered Fourth Amendment doctrine in part: they 
unanimously took away the power to search the digital contents of a cell phone 
under the search-incident-to-arrest exception to the Fourth Amendment.   
 
Riley cannot be ignored in the school context.  It raises a legitimate, persistent 
question about its downstream application to school policies regulating the 
possession and use of cell phones and other smart devices on campus.  A study 

estimates that 77% of school-aged children take their phones with them to campus 

every school day.3  Using devices during the school day place students at risk of both 
seizures and searches; at least 65% of public schools have policies that allow them 
to inspect the contents of cell phones used in violation of school policy.4 
 
This article’s purpose is to examine Riley’s prohibition on cell-phone searches in the 
public-school setting.  The principal questions asked are:  
 
• Does the higher-order privacy interest of ordinary citizens in the contents of cell 
phones and smart devices apply to students in the school setting?   
 
• If so, what rules apply when school officials seek to search the contents of a cell 
phone of a student who violates school policy?   
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Riley v. California  
Any predictions on whether Riley will affect education law must begin with a 
summary of the case itself.  In Riley, two citizens experience the seizure and 
harvesting of their cell phones during separate arrests.  Police officers arrested the 
first suspect for driving with expired registration tags and a suspended driving 
license, and for possessing two loaded handguns in the automobile.  Files, 
photographs, and videos on his seized cell phone established that he was associated 
with a street gang.  This evidence alone allowed the prosecutor to impose additional 
charges that would enhance any sentence handed down after conviction.   
 
In a second case, a suspect was arrested for selling drugs.  The police searched the 
two cell phones found in his possession and used the information obtained on a 
phone to locate his home.  Police obtained a warrant to search the premises and 
found drugs, firearms, and cash in the home. 
 
The lower courts disagreed on how to apply the law.  In the first case, the state 
courts allowed the search under the usual search-incident-to-arrest exception to the 
Fourth Amendment because the cell phone was in Riley’s possession during the 
arrest.  In the second case, the federal courts decided against applying the exception; 
the appellate court granted Wurie’s motion to suppress the contents of the cell-
phone search.  The court reasoned that cell phones were different from other 
physical possessions that are searched incident to arrest without a warrant. 
 
The U.S. Supreme Court agreed with the federal courts in the second case.  As 
expected, the Court unanimously upheld the authority of police to seize and secure a 
suspect's cell phone along with other personal property pursuant to an arrest.  
However, the Justices also unanimously ruled that cell phones are unique devices 
and their digital contents cannot be harvested under the search-incident-to-arrest 
exception.  The foundation of the Court’s reasoning is twofold.  First, the Justices 
believe cell phones and other smart devices are distinct because of the amount of 
personal data they contain. 5 Second, the Justices believe police will not be at a 
disadvantage when the search-incident-to-arrest exception is taken away because 
(1) cell phones pose only a negligible threat to law-enforcement interests in the 
typical arrest and (2) other exceptions to the warrant requirement are still in play. 
 
The arrest itself is not an adequate justification for harvesting the contents of a cell 
phone because the privacy interest of the citizen is different for these devices than 
for other seized personal property.  The popularity of digital storage and social 
networking is changing expectations of privacy in America, requiring new 
applications of Fourth Amendment doctrine to accommodate the technology.6  For 
example, the Court noted that a cell phone or other smart device can contain 
“millions of pages of text, thousands of pictures, or hundreds of videos” consisting of 
all of the owner’s digital activity for months or decades.7  In addition, the Justices 
said that smart devices, when linked to cloud computing, create a network of such 
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size that police searching a cell phone may be accessing information that is “well 
beyond [any] papers and effects [that might be] in the physical proximity of an 
arrestee.”8  In other words, the information contained by these devices exceeds 
what a citizen whose property is seized and searched during the typical arrest 
scenario could ever possess.  The Court cited previous rulings as a reminder that a 
citizen does not forfeit all Fourth Amendment rights when arrested, especially when 
a search incident to arrest would constitute a “weighty enough” invasion of privacy, 
such as a “top-to-bottom search of a man’s house.”9  Placing the searches of cell 
phones in this category, the Court concluded that harvesting the digital contents of 
such a device would be unconstitutional unless police had additional justification. 
 
Riley is properly summed up in three parts: 
 

1. Incident to arrest, police are free to examine the components of the cell 
phone or other smart device to determine if it poses a threat of any kind.  

   
2.  Incident to arrest, police are not free to search the digital data of a cell 
phone without additional justification.   

 
3. As circumstances develop in an arrest, the other exceptions to the warrant 
requirement of the Fourth Amendment remain in play: plain view of cell-
phone contents, consent to search the contents, and emergency. 

 
New Jersey v. TLO 
Riley sits uncomfortably alongside New Jersey v. TLO,10 which provides the structure 
for resolving student-privacy disputes in public schools.  TLO creates the “school 
safety” exception to the warrant requirement of the Fourth Amendment that applies 
to educators who have a duty to keep kids safe.  In TLO, the Supreme Court ruled in 
favor of a school administrator who turned drugs and drug paraphernalia over to 
police.  The educator discovered them after searching the purse of a student on 
campus.  The 14-year-old student was caught smoking in the bathroom, a violation 
of school rules.  The school administrator first uncovered a pack of cigarettes and a 
container filled with tobacco-rolling papers.  Further examination of the purse 
revealed drugs, along with evidence that the student was selling drugs to other 
students.  The Justices upheld the school search, relaxing the application of the 
Fourth Amendment for on-campus searches under this rationale: “[W]e have 
recognized that maintaining security and order in the schools requires a certain 
degree of flexibility in school disciplinary procedures, and we have respected the 
value of preserving the informality of the student-teacher relationship.”11  
 
In addition, the TLO Court reasoned that “the legality of a search of a student should 
depend simply on the reasonableness, under all the circumstances, of the search.”12   
The following rules govern the school-safety search incident to school discipline: 
 

Determining the reasonableness of [a student] search involves a twofold 
inquiry: first, one must consider whether the . . . action was justified at its 
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inception; [and] second, one must determine whether the search as actually 
conducted was reasonably related in scope to the circumstances which 
justified the interference in the first place.  Under ordinary circumstances, 
a search of a student by a teacher or other school official will be “justified at 
its inception” when there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that the 
search will turn up evidence that the student has violated or is violating 
either the law or the rules of the school.  Such a search will be permissible in 
its scope when the measures adopted are reasonably related to the 
objectives of the search and not excessively intrusive in light of the age and 
sex of the student and the nature of the infraction.13   

 
TLO can be summed up with two rules:   
 
1. A student has a reduced expectation of privacy in the school setting.14   
 
2. Educators have a compelling interest in protecting the vulnerable children who 
assemble within the premises of a public school—one of the few compelling 
interests any government official can assert.15 
 
The rules of TLO, after three decades, continue to reshape the landscape of 
education law for the benefit of children who are compelled to attend school. 
Primarily, this is through a series of carefully considered court opinions that balance 
the degree of the intrusion of the search against the interest of the student in 
privacy.  The searches of lockers,16 purses,17 backpacks,18 cars,19 and clothing20 have 
all been upheld as reasonable searches without the need for additional justification. 
 
Two slogans emerge from these cases.  The first refrain is that school-search policies 
are valid when educators have a reasonable suspicion that the student is violating 
either the law or school rules.  The second precept is that courts presume the 
validity of school-search policies that are implemented in good faith to prevent 
misconduct by students that “materially disrup[t] classwork or involv[e] substantial 
disorder or invasion of the rights of others.”21   
 
Cell Phones and the Courts:  Which Side of the Line? 
 
The first of the two principal questions asked above is the easiest to answer.  The 
higher-order privacy interest in the contents of cell phones and “smart devices” 
does, indeed, apply in the school setting.   Students now possess a unique and 
higher-order expectation of personal privacy in cell phones and other “smart” 
devices.  The answer to the second question, on what rules apply when school 
officials seek to search a cell phone, will require courts to take a hard look at the 
Fourth Amendment.  The courts must now choose on which side of the Fourth 
Amendment line to fall in deciding future student-search cases in public schools.  
 
Under the express language of the Fourth Amendment, all searches and seizures—
by any government official—must be reasonable.  The options before the courts are 
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clear.  The rules on the TLO side of the line represent a significant departure from 
the Constitution’s ordinary application.  For example, on the criminal-law side of the 
line, a reasonable search by police requires a search warrant based on probable 
cause that a legal violation has occurred.  However, on the TLO side of the line, 
neither a warrant nor probable cause is required for searches incident to school 
discipline.  Here, the standard has long been reasonable suspicion.22  The school-
safety exception was purposefully handcrafted by the Supreme Court when it 
declared that “[t]he accommodation of . . . the substantial need of teachers and 
administrators for freedom to maintain order in the schools does not require strict 
adherence to the requirement that searches be based on probable cause.”23  Unless 
the Justices have a change of mind on this matter, courts should not apply Riley 
literally by requiring educators to obtain warrants to search cell phones that are 
seized incident to school discipline.   
 
The most concise statement of the Court’s intention to permanently separate 
educators from other government officials to whom the Fourth Amendment’s 
warrant requirement would apply is found in the student drug-testing cases, where 
the Justices upheld searches with the following observation: “Fourth Amendment 
rights . . . are different in public schools than elsewhere; the ‘reasonableness’ inquiry 
cannot disregard the schools’ custodial and tutelary responsibility for children.”24  If 
any doubts should exist about the vitality of TLO after the Riley decision, they do not 
survive the 2009 decision of Safford v. Redding,25 where the court applied TLO to an 
unconstitutional strip search by educators.  In Safford, the Court ruled that 
educators violated the constitutional rights of a 13-year-old student when they strip 
searched her for over-the-counter ibuprofen.  The ruling affirmed the authority of 
school officials to ban drugs, but imposed specific guidelines for strip searches 
because of the intrusive nature of the searches relative to students’ privacy 
interests.26  The search violated the rights of the student because school officials had 
no reasonable suspicion that the student was hiding drugs in her underwear.27    
 
In applying the Fourth Amendment to invalidate the strip search, the Safford Court 
rejected an obvious opportunity to redefine the student-educator relationship, and 
chose instead to leave TLO in place.  Justice Stevens emphasized this point: “Nothing 
the Court decides today alters this basic framework.  It simply applies TLO to 
declare unconstitutional a strip search of a 13-year-old honors student that was 
based on a groundless suspicion that she might be hiding medicine in her 
underwear.”28  Justice Souter, writing the majority opinion, simply applied TLO to 
the facts of the case: 
 

The indignity of the search does not, of course, outlaw it, but it does implicate 
the rule of reasonableness as stated in TLO, that the search as actually 
conducted be reasonably related in scope to the circumstances which 
justified the interference in the first place . . . .  Here, the content of the 
suspicion failed to match the degree of intrusion.29 
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After Stafford, any tension between Riley and TLO should resolve in favor of TLO.  It 
is a straightforward task to import TLO’s framework and rigor (as applied in 
Safford) in resolving litigation over cell-phone searches.  We must logically conclude 
that the higher-order privacy interest of students to resist a strip search is equal to 
(if not greater than) the heightened expectation of privacy students now possess in 
the digital contents of their cell phones.  Hence, there is no credible argument in law 
for applying Riley to school officials in a manner that places searches incident to 
school discipline on the warrant requirement side of the Fourth Amendment line.  
Doing so would obscure the bright line between TLO and the warrant requirement 
of the Fourth Amendment, ignore TLO’s capacity to produce the necessary 
constitutional rigor in student searches, and impair the very foundation of 
educators’ authority to maintain discipline while pursuing the education mission.  
 
Consequently, it is not surprising that, prior to Riley, all the lower courts ruled in 
favor of school officials by placing seizures and searches of student cell phones on 
the TLO side of the line.  When students violated policies that prohibited cell phones 
on school property during school hours, cell-phone seizures were upheld.30  
Searches of the contents of student phones were also upheld.31  Of course, these pre-
Riley judges neither considered nor decided the question of whether cell phones 
increased students’ privacy expectation enough to diminish TLO and the school-
safety exception the to the Fourth Amendment.  All the same, now that courts must 
decide the issue, the answer is more straightforward than one might realize.32  
 
Cell Phones and School Officials: Model Policies 
 
The law should leave educators on the TLO side of the line with one enormous 
additional obligation: Educators cannot be too careful not to forget that cell phones 
and other smart devices represent personal property that creates a unique 
expectation of privacy for students.  However, students do not pick up an additional 
measure of protection against seizures and searches of their smart devices in most 
confrontations with educators.  Only in the schools that have no policy on cell 
phones, or whose policies freely permit cell phone possession and use, will Riley’s 
impact greatly limit educator’s discretion.  And even this restraint has drawbacks; 
when the use of the cell phone is related to a violation of other provisions in the 
school code of conduct, TLO opens the door for searches when the “content of the 
suspicion . . . match[es] the degree of intrusion.”33 
 
On this last point, it is important to remember the judicial presumption of school 
rules’ validity.  Although it may escape notice at a first glance over the TLO 
framework, it has always been true that when school searches are incident to 
violations of the code of conduct, the TLO promise of rigor will only apply to the 
“reasonable scope” feature of TLO’s two-pronged framework and not to the 
“justified at its inception” element.  In other words, except for arbitrary and 
discriminatory abuses of the authority to search students and their property, TLO 
imposes liability on school officials only when the “content of the suspicion fail[s] to 
match the degree of intrusion.”34  
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There is no getting away from the weakness of the “justified at its inception” 
element.  To begin with, courts are finished with the business of second-guessing 
the validity of the government’s interest, particularly in the educational context.  
They choose instead to focus on whether the interest can withstand the rigor of the 
standard of judicial review in light of the right the citizen is asserting.35  The typical 
Fourth Amendment case is no different; the government’s interest in conducting a 
search is competing with the citizen’s expectation of privacy.  The ruling in Riley, 
based on this balancing test, just happens to favor the unique expectation of privacy 
in cell phones.  In the words of the Court: “On the government interest side . . . harm 
to officers and destruction of evidence are present in all custodial arrests.  There are 
no comparable risks when the search is of digital data.”36  Essentially, when 
searching a cell phone incident to arrest, law-enforcement interests are not enough 
to support an exception to the warrant requirement.   
 
Similarly, in the typical school search, educators’ interest in maintaining a safe 
campus by enforcing school rules competes with the student’s right to privacy.  The 
point here is that, just as courts tend to balance rather than quibble with the validity 
of law-enforcement interests, judges vigilantly avoid second-guessing the educator’s 
interest in implementing and enforcing codes of conduct.  The validity of the interest 
is accepted as a given.  The dispositive issue is one of scope: Whether the degree of 
the suspicion is weighty enough to outweigh the expectation of privacy of the 
student.  As TLO puts it: 
 

Under ordinary circumstances, a search of a student by a teacher or other 
school official will be “justified at its inception” when there are reasonable 
grounds for suspecting that the search will turn up evidence that the student 
has violated or is violating either the law or the rules of the school.37 

 
The Safford Court, after recognizing the higher-order privacy interest of students to 
resist strip searches, puts it more bluntly: 
 

When the object of a school search is the enforcement of a school rule, a valid 
search assumes, of course, the rule’s legitimacy.  But the legitimacy of the 
rule usually goes without saying as it does here.  The Court said plainly in 
New Jersey v. TLO that standards of conduct for schools are for school 
administrators to determine without second-guessing by courts lacking the 
experience to appreciate what may be needed.  Except in patently arbitrary 
instances, Fourth Amendment analysis takes the rule as a given . . .  There is 
no need here either to explain the imperative of keeping drugs out of schools, 
or to explain the reasons for the school’s rule banning all drugs, no matter 
how benign, without advance permission.38  

 
Notice the effect this presumption creates when TLO is applied in the typical school 
search dispute.  When the search is incident to school discipline, the satisfaction of 
the first prong of TLO—“justified at its inception”—is taken as a given.  And so it will 
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be when applied to cell phone search policies after Riley.  Once more, it is the strip 
search case of Safford that acknowledges the weakness of the “inception” prong with 
almost sheepish prose: 
 

A number of our cases on probable cause have an implicit bearing on the 
reliable knowledge element of reasonable suspicion, as we have attempted to 
flesh out the knowledge component by looking to the degree to which known 
facts imply prohibited conduct. . . .  Perhaps the best that can be said 
generally about the required knowledge component of probable cause for a 
law enforcement officer's evidence search is that it raise a “fair probability,” 
or a “substantial chance,” of discovering evidence of criminal activity.  The 
lesser standard for school searches could as readily be described as a moderate 
chance of finding evidence of wrongdoing.39 

 
This conclusion does not carry over to the reasonable-scope second prong of the 
TLO framework.  The judicial review of whether or not the “content of the suspicion 
fails to match the degree of intrusion” is purposefully formidable and not to be 
trifled with, particularly in its more rigorous form.  The elements of Safford are 
essential to understanding the rules on cell phone searches; they provide liability 
insurance for school officials because the privacy interest of students in avoiding a 
strip search is equal to (if not greater than) the expectation of privacy students now 
possess in the digital contents of their cell phones.  Indeed, educators should never 
avert their eyes from the Safford rationale.  
 
The most important single carry-over from Safford is the warning on the proper 
scope of school searches when the student has a higher-order privacy interest: 
 

We do mean, though, to make it clear that the TLO concern to limit a school 
search to reasonable scope requires the support of reasonable suspicion of 
danger or of resort to underwear for hiding evidence of wrongdoing before a 
search can reasonably make the quantum leap from outer clothes and 
backpacks to exposure of intimate parts.  The meaning of such a search, and 
the degradation its subject may reasonably feel, place a search that intrusive 
in a category of its own demanding its own specific suspicions.40 

 
When one converts the language of the Safford rule to address searches of a cell 
phone, an image of the model cell phone policy begins to emerge: 
 

The TLO concern to limit a school search to reasonable scope requires the 
support of reasonable suspicion of danger or requires the support of reasonable 
suspicion of the student’s resort to the cell phone for hiding evidence of 
wrongdoing before a search can reasonably make the quantum leap from 
confiscation of a cell phone to the extreme intrusiveness of a search of its 
digital contents. 
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Here, then, is the foundation of school codes going forward after Riley.  At first 
glance, this promises to limit the authority of educators to search a cell phone in all 
but a few dire circumstances.  And as the progeny of the test used to condemn the 
strip search in Safford, that is what it expects to do.  Educators who desire to avoid 
liability for searches conducted on cell phones cannot afford to forget the rigor of 
the Safford strip search case and the lessons it teaches.  Safford will guide the 
implementation of school rules as the lower courts begin applying its rationale in 
cell phone search cases.  Yet when the elements of danger, corroborated suspicion, 
and educators’ authority to regulate devices in the school environment are properly 
accounted for, the test excludes far less than one might imagine.  
 

1.  The validity of the scope of all school searches is in direct relation to the 
reason “which justified the interference in the first place”41 and the 
student’s expectation of privacy. 
 

2. The search of a student’s person (outerwear) and personal property—
other than a cell phone—is valid to the extent that it is “not excessively 
intrusive in light of the age and sex of the student and the nature of the 
infraction.”42  When searches are related to a violation of law or school 
policy, no additional justification is needed and the search may expand as 
suspicions evolve.  
 

3. The search of a student’s person (underwear) is inherently intrusive. 
Even when related to a violation of school policy, these searches are 
invalid unless they are necessary to prevent imminent and serious harm, 
or the educator has actual knowledge or corroborated suspicion that 
evidence of wrongdoing is in the underwear. 
 

4. As with underwear, the search of the digital contents of a student’s cell 
phone is inherently intrusive.  When a school allows cell-phone 
possession and seeks to search the phone of a student whose misconduct 
does not involve cell-phone use, the search is invalid unless it is necessary 
to prevent imminent and serious harm, or the educator has actual 
knowledge or corroborated suspicion that evidence of wrongdoing is in 
the device.  ‘’ 

 
5. When a school allows cell-phone possession and seeks to search the 

phone of a student whose misconduct involves cell-phone use, the search 
is valid because all knowledge and suspicion focuses on the uses to which 
the device itself has been put.  Therefore, no additional justification is 
needed and the search may expand as suspicions evolve. 

 
6. School officials possess the authority to prohibit cell-phone possession 

and use on campus.  Therefore, when a school prohibits cell-phone 
possession and seeks to search the phone of a student whose misconduct 
involves cell-phone use, the search is valid because all knowledge and 
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suspicion focuses on the uses to which the device itself has been put.  
Therefore, no additional justification is needed and the search may 
expand as suspicions evolve.  However, when a school prohibits cell-
phone possession and seeks to search the phone of a student whose 
misconduct involves mere possession of the cell phone, the search must 
proceed cautiously, if at all, to ensure that student privacy will be invaded 
no more than necessary to achieve the legitimate end of preserving order 
in the schools.  Confiscation is the go-to remedy here unless the search is 
necessary to prevent imminent and serious harm, or the educator has 
actual knowledge or corroborated suspicion that evidence of wrongdoing 
is in the device. 

 
In the case of lesson six above, there is room for much mischief and confusion if the 
lawyers, judges, and school officials pondering the reach of Riley extend its rule of 
law beyond the facts.  In Riley, the determination of what, if anything, should be 
done with the confiscated cell phone is “incident to arrest” precisely because any 
attention paid to the device is unrelated to the reasons that caused the arrest in the 
first place.  But it is easy to see a different case and result when the illegality directly 
involves the device.  The search of a cell phone by police creates no Fourth 
Amendment controversy of any kind when the arrest arises out of probable cause 
for a crime involving the uses to which the suspects put the cell phone itself.43  In the 
same way, there can be no controversy over school discipline that searches the 
digital contents of a student’s cell phone when the misconduct has everything to do 
with the use of the device itself in violation of a school rule. 
 
This is the most important reason why school codes of conduct should closely 
regulate cell phone possession and use.  It will be difficult for school officials to 
protect the campus climate from the growing range of the undesirable effects of 
technology on campus use when the code of conduct fails to diligently provide rules 
for possessing and using devices.  Simply put, educators retain an additional 
measure of control and authority over technology when the school rules closely 
regulate student possession and use of smart devices.  A general depiction of the 
policy options in light of the law appear this way: 
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For Schools that Allow 

Cell Phone  

Use on Campus 

 

 

 

WHEN SEARCH 

ALLOWED 

 

For Schools that Prohibit 

Cell Phone  

Use on Campus 

 

  

 

WHEN SEARCH 

ALLOWED 

The student’s  

misconduct does not 

involve phone use.  

Student merely has  

a phone. 

1. When necessary to  

prevent imminent 

and serious harm. 

OR 

2. When there is actual  

knowledge or  

corroborated  

suspicion that 

evidence of the  

misconduct is 

in the device. 

 

 

 

1. When necessary to  

prevent imminent 

and serious harm. 

OR 

2. When there is actual  

knowledge or  

corroborated  

suspicion that 

evidence of the  

misconduct is 

in the device. 

 

*NOTE: Confiscation always 

valid when policy prohibits 

possession on campus. 

 

    

The student’s  

misconduct involves 

phone use.   

 

Confiscation and search 

are always valid. No 
additional justification 

is needed. 
  

 

 

Confiscation and search are 

always valid. No additional 
justification is needed. 

 

 
 
 
Cell Phones and School Discipline: Three Examples 
 
Three simple scenarios of discipline involving cell phones illustrate the range of 
future policymaking by educators. 
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Scenario A:  Violation of School Rules Unrelated to Cell-Phone  
Possession and Use 

 
Mortimer is a ninth-grade student in the principal’s office with three other students, 
all suspected of involvement in stealing items and money from the locker room.  The 
boys are all asked to empty their pockets; Mortimer’s wallet, keys, and cell phone 
are placed on a table.  School officials may search the contents of the wallet, but are 
not allowed to search the contents of the cell phone unless they have additional 
justification.44  This justification is supplied if searching the cell phone is necessary 
to prevent imminent and serious harm, or the educator has actual knowledge or 
corroborated suspicion that evidence of theft is in the cell phone. 
 
Scenario B:  Use of Cell Phone in Actual Misconduct 
 
Mortimer once again finds himself in the office of the principal.  This time, discipline 
is being meted out for three violations of the school code: (1) sexting pictures of 
himself to other students during the lunch period, (2) cheating on the history exam 
by resorting to Wikipedia on his smart phone for answers, and (3) harassment by 
repeatedly posting on Twitter threats to harm a seventh grader during the school 
day. 
 
The search of the digital contents of the cell phone is allowed in each of the three 
acts of misconduct.  It is not a matter of the cumulative effect of Mortimer’s exploits.  
More accurately, each incident creates suspicion that focuses directly on the uses to 
which the device itself has been put.   As to each deed, the educator has actual 
knowledge that evidence of wrongdoing is in the cell phone or can easily 
corroborate this suspicion.  
 
Scenario C:  Violation of School Rules That Prohibit Cell Phone  

Possession and Use 
 
Mortimer now challenges a decision by the principal to search the contents of his 
cell phone because he violated the school policy that prohibits both possession and 
use of cell phones on campus during the school day.  There are no specific 
allegations about the use to which the phone was put, only that Mortimer was seen 
on campus using the phone in violation of school rules.  As a matter of policy, 
educators may exercise a wide range of discretion on the decision of whether to 
search a cell phone in this scenario, and a predictable backlash of criticism is 
unavoidable no matter what the decision.  Nevertheless, as a matter of law, a 
decision to search on these facts is justified by the TLO requirement that there be “a 
moderate chance” of finding evidence that Mortimer did in fact violate the rules of 
the school, the suspicions of which the educator already has direct or corroborated 
knowledge.45   
 
The reasonable-scope issue is particularly troublesome in Scenario C because the 
nature of the infraction does not suggest  any specific use to which the cell phone 
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has been put.  TLO does not require an educator to investigate the student’s motives 
for violating the rules that prohibit possession and use, although the school official 
may question the student to gain a better understanding of the nature of the 
violation. Fortunately, once again, the Court in TLO does provide a pragmatic 
restraint on how rigorous a search should take place.  The educator must place the 
safety of the learning environment far above personal curiosity about the contents 
of Mortimer’s phone.  If school officials conduct an exhaustive harvesting of 
Mortimer’s cell phone, then they must be able to articulate a reason that is related to 
school safety.  Here is how the TLO Court puts it: 
 

This standard will, we trust, neither unduly burden the efforts of school 
authorities to maintain order in their schools nor authorize unrestrained 
intrusions upon the privacy of schoolchildren.  By focusing attention on the 
question of reasonableness, the standard will spare teachers and school 
administrators the necessity of schooling themselves in the niceties of 
probable cause and permit them to regulate their conduct according to the 
dictates of reason and common sense.  At the same time, the reasonableness 
standard should ensure that the interests of students will be invaded no more 
than is necessary to achieve the legitimate end of preserving order in the 
schools.46 

 
Finally, any educator who has read this far will correctly conclude that the mere 
seizure and confiscation of Mortimer’s cell phone is always lawful when school 
policy prohibits possession of the device on campus.  School policies that confiscate 
cell phones without searching the digital contents are exempt from the entire scope 
of this article.  Riley has no effect on educators’ authority to ban possession of the 
devices when the discipline is limited to confiscation.  The student’s privacy interest 
kicks in only when the cell phone is searched.  Until the search occurs, the cell phone 
is just another item of personal property to which the educator can apply school 
discipline.  Courts will presume the validity of the policy and focus instead on 
whether the school discipline implicates procedural due process protections.47  
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